There has been recent interest in developing XML query languages, such as XPath and XQuery, to tap the vast amount of information represented and stored in Extensible Markup Language (XML). These query languages, however, have focused mainly on querying the structure of XML documents and provide only rudimentary support for querying text content. To fill this void, XQuery Full-Text has been developed as a fulltext extension to XQuery (and also XPath, which is a subset of XQuery). Consequently, XQuery Full-Text can be used to seamlessly query over both the structure and the text content of XML documents. This paper explains the design principles behind XQuery Full-Text, describes its evolution, and illustrates its core features with examples. It is intended as a reference that is shorter and more accessible than the current World Wide Web Consortium working draft.
INTRODUCTION
One of the key benefits of Extensible Markup Language (XML) is its ability to represent a mix of structured and unstructured text data. One can find many real XML data repositories that contain such a mix; for example, the IEEE Initiative for the Evaluation of XML (INEX) 1 data collection contains IEEE papers in XML form, including structured information (such as the names of authors, date of publication, sections, subsections, and references) and also unstructured information (such as the text content of the paper). Other examples of such XML repositories are Library of Congress documents in XML, 2 DBLP in XML, 3 SIGMOD Record in XML, 4 and
Shakespeare's plays in XML. 5 Furthermore, application domains, such as the field of library science, have a growing need to seamlessly query over both the structured and text parts of XML documents.
Although current XML query languages, such as XPath 6 and XQuery, 7 can express powerful struc- 11 which specified the requirements for XQFT. The use cases, written both in English and in XQFT, were inspired by the Library of Congress Use Cases. 12 After the publication of these two initial documents, several language proposals were put forth and discussed by the FTTF participants. The TeXQuery proposal 13 was adopted,
with changes, and a first draft of XQFT was published in July 2004. Finally, after incorporating internal and public comments, new versions of the use cases and the language documents were published in April, September, and November 2005. 10 A few implementations of XQFT have already started to emerge. We are aware of two such implementations: GalaTex is a conformant opensource implementation built on top of Galax, 14 an open-source XQuery system, and Quark, an opensource implementation of XQFT. 15 The remainder of this paper describes XQFT in more detail. We first provide a brief overview of XQuery and outline the requirements for XQFT. We then describe the various aspects of XQFT based on the November 2005 Working Draft. We finally present some concluding remarks.
XQUERY BACKGROUND
This section presents a high-level introduction to the basic concepts of XQuery and XPath, a subset of XQuery. Only those concepts necessary to understand the full-text extensions are covered here. An introduction to the complete functionality of XQuery is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere. 16, 17 Note that when we introduce XQuery concepts and XQuery expressions in the following, those concepts and expressions are equally valid for XPath, except when explicitly stated otherwise. The following section is adapted from Don Chamberlin's introduction to XQuery, 16 with his permission.
XQuery data model
Formally, the input and output of XQuery are defined in terms of a data model (described in Reference 16) . The query data model provides an abstract representation of one or more XML documents or document fragments. The data model is based on the notion of a sequence. A sequence is an ordered collection of zero or more items. An item may be a node or an atomic value. An atomic value is an instance of one of the built-in data types defined by XML Schema, such as strings, integers, decimals, and dates. A node conforms to one of seven node kinds-element, attribute, text, document, comment, processing instruction, and namespace. A node may have other nodes as children, thus forming one or more node hierarchies. Sequences may be heterogeneous; that is, they may contain mixtures of various types of nodes and atomic values.
Consider the sample XML document borrowed from Reference 9 and shown in Figure 1 . We will use it throughout the paper to illustrate the functionality of the query language. The data model for this sample is given in Figure 2 . This is the representation of the input document on which XQuery expressions operate.
XQuery expressions
XQuery is a functional language; that is, it consists of expressions that can be composed by using operators, terms, or function application syntax into more complex expressions. Each expression returns a unique value and has no side effects. The value of a complex expression is determined by first determining the values of the embedded expressions and then applying the composing operator or function call to those values. XQuery expressions are fully composable; therefore, at any place where an expression is expected, any kind of expression may be used. Function calls-Another basic form of expression is the call to a function. XQuery allows the use of predefined or user-defined functions; for example, the contains function mentioned earlier is predefined.
Literals and variables-Literals
Path expressions-When dealing with hierarchical data like XML, one of the most important capabilities of a query language is to make it very easy to select parts of the hierarchy. XQuery uses path expressions for this purpose. A path expression consists of one or more steps, separated by a ''/''. A step can be thought of as a means to navigate through the hierarchy of nodes of the data model, allowing the selection of certain sets of nodes based on their position in the hierarchy. XQuery supports steps along various axes, the most prominent one being the child axis. A step along the child axis allows-given a context node-the selection of certain (direct) children nodes of that node. Each step in a sequence of steps takes the result of the previous step as its context. If the previous result is a sequence of nodes, each of them is taken as a context node in turn, and the union over these different evaluations of the step is returned. The following is an example of three steps along the child axis: Apart from the child axis, XQuery supports up to 11 other axes that allow navigation in one step from an element to its attribute nodes, its parent, all of its descendant element nodes, its preceding or following sibling in the hierarchy, and so on. For navigating along the most common axis, XQuery has an abbreviated syntax. The child axis is the default when no axis is specified using ''::'', allowing the previous example to be written as: As we shall see, the FLWOR expression is also key to integrating the part of the full-text functionality that has to do with scoring (and hence ranking) results.
XQFT REQUIREMENTS AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
In this section, we briefly describe the main requirements that influenced the design of XQuery Full-Text and highlight related work in these areas. For more details, we refer the reader to the FTTF Requirements document. 11 In light of the FTTF requirements, we classify previous approaches based on how well they satisfy the requirements and also discuss the limitation of a function-based approach that was originally considered within the FTTF.
XQFT Requirements
Searching over semistructured data-Users should be able to specify both the search context (the set of nodes over which the full-text search is to be performed) and the return context (the part of the document collection that is to be returned). In traditional full-text search, 19 both the search and return contexts are usually the entire document collection. However, in the case of structured or semistructured XML documents, it is often desirable to search over and return document fragments, for example, searching only on a book abstract rather than an entire book to return the book title and authors.
Expressive power and extensibility-Users should be able to express complex full-text searches, and the language should be extensible. For example, fulltext primitives are Boolean connectives, distance predicates, phrase matching, stemming, and thesauruses. Further, users should be able to compose these primitives arbitrarily.
Scores and ranking-Users should be able to obtain relevance scores for the results of full-text searches, control how scores are computed, obtain the top-K results, and specify a scoring condition, which is possibly different from the full-text search condition.
Many measures, such as TF*IDF (term frequency times inverted document frequency) 19 and term proximity, can be used to obtain the relevance scores.
Integration with XQuery-Users should be able to embed full-text searches in XQuery expressions and vice versa without extending the XQuery data model. This enables users to query seamlessly over both structured data (using XQuery) and full-text data (using full-text search).
Language properties and efficiency-The language syntax should allow for static type checking and inference, and the language should not preclude an efficient implementation.
Overview of prior approaches
Various ranking models have been proposed for XML in the information retrieval (IR) literature. Particularly influential among these approaches are XIRQL 20 and XXL, 21 which extend the probabilistic model, 22, 23 and JuruXML 24 and ELIXIR, 25 which extend the vector space model. 26 The INEX initiative 1 was also established to systematically evaluate various ranking methods for XML. These methods & XQFT can be used to seamlessly query over both the structure and the text content of XML documents & have shaped the design of XQFT, but while the focus of these methods is on ranking, XQFT provides a framework in which these ranking methods can be implemented.
Several languages have been proposed for processing XML data on structure and text. Some of these solutions explore a few full-text search primitives at a time (e.g., Boolean term retrieval, 27,28 term similarity, 21, 25 proximity distance, 22 and relevance ranking 20, 22, 24, 25, 29, 30 ). Other languages, including XIRQL, 20 TIX, 31 and TOSS, 32 extend XQuery with ranking and a few full-text primitives. Other languages have considered a more simple and intuitive query syntax by specifying the query either as an XML fragment (JuruXML) or in a Google**-like style through a list of pairs: element name and term (XSearch). There are different approaches to the granularity of query output. XXL and ELIXIR are able to return document fragments. In contrast, XIRQL and JuruXML focus more on relevance-oriented search and let the engine decide which nodes to return. Some existing languages incorporate explicit or implicit textual and context (element names) similarity operators used in the ranking method.
Limitations of extending XQuery with full-text functions
XQuery is a functional language. It is thus natural to think of using functions to extend it with full-text search capabilities. In this section, we describe two different function-based approaches that were considered within the FTTF and discuss their limitations.
In the first approach, we create a new contains-like function for each full-text primitive (such as Boolean connectives and distance predicates) and compose these functions to create complex full-text queries.
As an example, consider a query that finds all nodes (bound to variable $n) that contain the search token ''usability'' and either the search token ''testing'' or the search token ''analysis''. Further, the search terms should be within a window of size 10 (i.e., a window of at most 10 terms should contain all the search terms). This query can be written as follows: distance(contains ($n, "usability") and (contains ($n, "testing") or contains ($n, "analysis")),10)
The main problem with using this approach in the context of XQuery is that it requires an extension of the XQuery data model. This is because the distance function cannot determine if the search terms are within a distance of 10 from each other based solely on Boolean values returned by the contains function unless some extra information about search token positions is somehow returned with the Boolean value-this is essentially a fundamental extension to the XQuery data model and violates the requirement for tight integration with existing XQuery expressions.
In the second approach, we extend the contains function so that this single function is used to embed all full-text primitives, similar to SQL/MM. 33 SQL/ MM extends SQL to express queries on text, images, and spatial data (see also Reference 32 for a related abstract-data-type-based approach). By adopting the same approach, all the processing related to full-text search (including distance-based predicates) is expressed entirely within the contains function, and the XQuery data model would not have to be extended. For instance, the preceding example can be written as follows in SQL/MM-like syntax:
contains ($n, "usability and (testing or analysis) distance 10")
The main problem with this approach is that the full-text search is specified in an uninterpreted string that is opaque to the rest of the XQuery language. This causes a problem when we wish to embed XQuery within full-text searches, such as in a query that finds all articles that mention the title of one of Richard Dawkin's books. Here the search termsthe words in the titles of Richard Dawkin's booksare themselves the result of an XQuery expression, and there is no natural way to embed these results into the full-text search string, thereby violating the composability of XQuery and Full-Text. One could think of generating the full-text search string during query evaluation by using string concatenation on the results of the XQuery expression as follows:
Dawkins"]/title, "and"))
However, this implies that full-text search string will not be created until runtime, which means that even simple syntax errors in the string cannot be checked until runtime (such as an and operator with only one operand in the preceding example). In the next two sections, we describe the FTContainsExpr expression and the scoring extensions in more detail.
XQFT OVERVIEW

XQFT: FTContainsExpr
The FTContainsExpr expression consists of two parts. The first part specifies the sequence of XML nodes over which the full-text search is to be performed. We call this sequence the search context. The second part specifies the full-text search condition. The full-text search condition is specified using expressions called FTSelection, which express simple term search queries as well as more complex phrase matching, such as Boolean connectives, proximity operators, stemming, and thesauruses.
The FTContainsExpr expression has the following syntax:
Expr is an XQuery expression that specifies the search context, which is the sequence of XML nodes over which the full-text search is to be performed.
(The issue of whether the search context can contain atomic values is still under discussion at the FTTF.) FTSelection specifies the full-text search condition.
FTContainsExpr returns a Boolean value that is true if and only if some node in the search context satisfies the full-text search condition.
In order to evaluate a full-text search condition over a search context node, all textual content of that node is (conceptually) transformed into a sequence of words, or more generally, tokens, by a process called tokenization. Those tokens are the units that search predicates ultimately can ''look for.'' In XQFT, the process of tokenization is left to be defined by the implementation, as it is highly language-and domain-dependent. Note, however, that the tokenization process establishes the most fundamental difference between pure substring matching and full-text search. We use ''word'' and ''token'' interchangeably, and when we talk about matching a word or a phrase, we generally mean matching a token or a sequence of tokens.
Examples
We now present several examples of queries that use the FTContainsExpr expression:
//book ftcontains "web" && "usability" For example, if the expression in curly braces evaluates to the sequence ("site usability", "testing"), books are required to contain the phrase site usability or the word testing.
Other possible options are any word, all, all word, and phrase. The difference between the any and any word options is that in the latter case, the elements of the sequence are not matched as phrases, but are tokenized into separate words and searched individually. Therefore, if in the preceding example any word would be used instead of any, the query would require only that books contain any of the words site, usability, or testing. Likewise, if the all option is used on a sequence, then all elements of the sequence are required to be contained simultaneously as phrases (site usability and testing in our example), whereas the all word option requires only that all of the individual words be contained (site, usability, and testing in our example). Finally, the phrase option requires that all strings from the sequence returned by the nested XQuery expression be concatenated into a single phrase, which is to be matched. For example, the next query requires that books contain the phrase site usability testing: Note that the FTSelection expression in the above query ("usability" && "testing") contains two simpler FTSelection expressions ("usability" and "testing") combined by using a &&. As a more complex example, the following query combines the && and jj operators to return books that contain both site and usability or both usability and testing:
//book[. ftcontains ("site" && "usability") jj ("usability" && "testing")]
The negation ! specifies that a full-text search condition must not be satisfied in the search context. Similarly, the following query returns books that contain the words site, usability, and testing such that each of them appears in a different sentence:
//book[. ftcontains ("site" && "usability" && "testing")
different sentence]
The second approach to specifying distance predicates is using the distance FTSelection operator, which specifies the distance between every two consecutive occurrences of the matching words in units of words, sentences, or paragraphs. For example, the following query returns books that contain the words site, web, and testing in the same sentence, so that there is a triple occurrence of these three words where every two consecutive occurrences do not have more than one intervening term:
//book[. ftcontains ("site" && "web" && "testing")
same sentence distance at most 1 words
Note that the distance is given as a range (between 0 and 1 in this example The third approach to distance predicates is using the window FTSelection operator. It specifies that words or paragraphs must be matched (or not matched) within a certain number of consecutive words, sentences, or paragraphs within the text. The following first query returns books that contain the words site and usability within a window of at most three words, whereas the second query requires an occurrence of web site such that neither the sentence preceding it nor the sentence following it contains the word testing: Order of the words-The ordered FTSelection operator specifies whether the words in the search context should occur in the same order as they appear in the query. For example, the following query returns books that contain the word site before the word usability within a window of three words:
//book[. ftcontains ("site" && "usability") finds title elements starting with the phrase improving the usability of a web site. If at end was used instead of at start, the query would find title elements ending with the phrase improving the usability of a web site. Finally, the entire content option would return title elements where the phrase improving the usability of a web site constitutes the entire content of the title.
Match options
Although FTSelection expressions are used to find search context nodes that contain exact matches for the query words, in many cases, users may also be interested in context nodes that do not contain exact matches for the query words, but contain similar matches. For example, a user searching for search context nodes that contain the word usability may also be interested in search context nodes that contain the word usage (with the same stem as usability, namely use), or the word Usability (with the same spelling as usability, but with an uppercase character), or the word easy-to-use (with the same semantic meaning as usability). Match options are used to specify such relaxations on the query words so that they can be matched in a more flexible manner with the search context nodes.
Match options can be seamlessly composed with FTSelection expressions. A match option applied on a (possibly complex) FTSelection expression applies to all query words and distance predicates within the FTSelection expression. We now describe the match options supported in XQFT.
Stemming-Implementations of full-text search usually have a means to extend the result set by looking for linguistic variants of the query terms, such as use, used, and using. In XQFT, the ''with stemming'' match option is used for this purpose, and the ''without stemming'' match option is used to disable this feature. For example, the following query returns books that contain the word achieve as well as all words that share the same stem as achieve (such as achieving):
//book[. ftcontains "achieve" with stemming]
Stemming can also be selectively disabled, as illustrated in the following query that returns books which contain the word Tudor-Medina without applying stemming, and contain the words site and testing in the same sentence, using stemming to match site and testing:
("Tudor-Medina" without stemming && ("site" && "testing" same sentence))
with stemming]
Note that the outermost ''with stemming'' applies to the entire FTSelection, except where it is explicitly overridden within (for Tudor-Medina).
The exact method used to perform stemming is implementation defined. Hence, implementations are free to provide more sophisticated linguistic matching than a simple stemming approach, which in many languages gives poor results.
Character case variations-The case sensitive, case insensitive, lowercase, and uppercase match options deal with variations in the character case of words. By default, the case insensitive match option is used, which means that the case of the words is not considered when interpreting the full-text search condition. For example, the following two queries are equivalent and will return books that contain the words Usability and testing, ignoring the case of the words:
//book[. ftcontains "Usability" && "testing"] //book[. ftcontains ("usability" && "testing")
case insensitive]
Although the case insensitive match option is the default, users may wish to explicitly specify it because the default can be overridden in the query prologue or by using another case match option at a higher level of the query.
The case sensitive match option is used to match the search context nodes that contain exactly the same word (in the same case) as the query. For example, the following query returns books that contain the word LaTeX in which each character of the word is spelled in exactly the same way:
//book[. ftcontains "LaTeX" case sensitive]
The lowercase and uppercase match options match words that appear as all lowercase or all uppercase in the search context. For example, the following query returns books that contain all the words from each title of the article with id ¼ 10, with all the words being interpreted as uppercase words:
Diacritics-The diacritics sensitive, diacritics insensitive, with diacritics, and without diacritics match options deal with diacritical marks in characters, such as accents, diaeresis, and cedillas (see the Unicode standard 35 for a definition of diacritical marks). By default, the diacritics insensitive match option is used, which means that when matching a word in a search context node against a query word, diacritical marks are ignored. For example, the following three queries return the same set of books-books that contain the word Vera, possibly including diacritics:
The diacritics sensitive match option requires words in the search context nodes to contain exactly the same characters as the respective query words, including diacritics. The with diacritics and without diacritics match options both imply a diacritics insensitive match option, but in the with diacritics case, only matching words in the search context nodes that contain at least one diacritical character are considered, while in the without diacritics case, matching words must not contain any diacritical character. Note that any diacritics in the query words have no impact on the result in both cases. For example, the following query returns books that contain the word naive with at least one diacritical character (such as naïve, nä ive, etc.):
//books[. ftcontains "naive" with diacritics]
Character wildcards-The with wildcards match option allows certain character sequences in a query word to be interpreted as character wildcards. The following wildcard character sequences are supported by XQFT:
"." stands for any single character. ".?" stands for zero or one character. ".*" stands for zero or more characters. ".þ" stands for one or more characters. ".fn,mg" stands for n to m characters (where n and m are numbers)
This notation is a subset of the regular expression notation used elsewhere in XQuery. When the with wildcards match option is used and a wildcard is present in a query word, it means that the query word matches a word in a document if and only if the document word can be obtained from the query word by replacing the wildcard character sequence by a sequence of arbitrary characters with a length as allowed by the wildcard. The match between query words and document words is always one to one. A wildcard, therefore, does not allow a query word to match multiple words simultaneously. If the with wildcards match option is not used, then wildcard characters are simply matched as regular characters in the document.
As an illustration, the following query returns books that contain at least one word that matches the query word "eff.c.þ", where "." and ".þ" are interpreted as wildcards (e.g., books that contain words such as efficient and effective):
//book[. ftcontains "eff.c.þ" with wildcards]
Another interesting example is the following query:
//book//*[. ftcontains "site.* user."
with wildcards]
It contains a multiword query term containing the wildcards ".*" and ".". The tokenizer should break this up into two words (the wildcard sequences are to be considered token-internal characters). Hence, if applied to our sample document, this query returns only the note element. The word sequence site supports the users in the paragraph above is not matched, because "site.*" can only match a single word.
Thesaurus expansions-In some cases, when users issue a full-text search query with query words such as canine, they are also looking for results that contain semantically related words such as dog and poodle. The with thesaurus match option specifies such full-text search conditions, where relationships as defined in a standard thesaurus-such as synonyms, broader terms, and narrower terms (see References 34-38 for thesaurus standards)-are exploited. In XQFT, a thesaurus expansion can be specified in a query by providing three things: a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) reference to the thesaurus to be used, the relationship to be used, and an optional depth parameter. As with thesaurus is a match option, it can be specified at any level of the query and applied to all query words mentioned in that part of the query. The application of a thesaurus expansion to a query word means that the full-text search is performed as though the disjunction of related words has been specified in place of the query word.
As an example, the following query returns books that contain a synonym of the word canine: The actual technique used for thesaurus expansion is implementation defined, including whether the thesaurus URI refers to a system-defined or userdefined thesaurus.
Stop words-When performing a search, search engines often have a built-in means to disregard words that do not carry their own meaning, such as articles, prepositions, and function words (such as but and if). Such words are called stop words. The advantage of disregarding stop words is that queries can be processed faster (because common stop words do not need to be processed), and the returned results are of higher relevance (as stop words typically carry little meaning). Further, if stop words are not indexed, the size of the full-text indexes may be considerably smaller, depending on the kind of encoding used. 39 However, if stop words are ignored, then queries where stop words are relevant, as in the phrase query to be or not to be, can no longer be answered. In XQFT, the with stop words match option can be used to control the list of stop words to be employed. The stop words can be specified either as a URI that points to a stop word list or by directly listing the stop words in the query. In addition, the lists can be combined dynamically by using the set operations union and except. For example, the following query returns books that contain the phrase planning then conducting while ignoring stop words that are specified in the URI The with default stop words match option can be used to select a system-provided default stop word list, and the without stop words match option switches off stop-word processing in the part of the query to which this option is applied.
Language option-The stemming, thesaurus, and stop words match options may not produce sensible results if the language of the documents or query words is unknown. For example, but in English is likely to be a stop word, whereas in French this & Formally, the input and output of XQuery are defined in terms of a data model & word means aim, which is not likely to be a stop word. It is therefore necessary to be able to specify the language of the words in a query. In XQFT, the language is specified using the language match option. The following query selects the French language for language-dependent features, such as the selection of the default stop-word list:
$book[. ftcontains "salon de the" with default stop words language "fr"]
The set of valid language identifiers (such as fr) is implementation defined.
FTIgnore-The match options we have described so far all relate to the matching of single words or phrases. Using the FTIgnore option, it is possible to modify which parts of the XML structure are available for a single match of This approach to scoring extends the for-clause and the let-clause in the FLWOR expression. Specifically, the for-clause and the let-clause are extended to optionally bind to a score variable, in addition to binding to a regular variable. The presence of the score variable has no effect on the value or sequence of values that get bound to the regular variable. However, parallel to the evaluation of the expression in the for-clause or let-clause that determines those values, a score value has to be computed for each such binding in an implementation-dependent way.
The following query computes a sequence of books that satisfy the FTSelection "usability" && "testing" together with scores and returns those books in descending order of their score:
for $book score $score in //book[. ftcontains "usability" && "testing"]
order by $score descending return $book
Note that in this query the fact that scores are computed has no impact on which books are part of the result sequence, but only on the order in which the books are returned.
The following query returns books in decreasing order of the score of how well they match FTSelection "usability" && "testing":
for $book in //book let score $score :¼ $book ftcontains "usability" && "testing"
The let-clause binds $score to the score of FTContainsExpr. Here the form of the extended letclause is used in which the regular variable that would be bound to the Boolean value of FTContainsExpr is omitted. Note that all books, not just the books that satisfy FTSelection, are returned here.
The extended let-clause enables users to filter based on one full-text search condition and score based on another full-text search condition. As an illustration, the following query returns books that contain the words usability and testing (filtering full-text search condition) ordered in descending order of their score with respect to the words usability and analysis (scoring full-text search condition): The inner FLWOR expression is the same as in the first example in this section and returns the books in descending order of their score. The outer FLWOR expression iterates over this ordered list of books and returns only those in the top 10 positions.
Users can also specify weights in FTSelection expressions, which can be used to emphasize or deemphasize different parts of the full-text search conditions in computing the score. A weight is a floating-point number and can be applied individually to each FTSelection expression, with higher weights meaning higher importance in computing the score. As an illustration, the following query returns books in descending order of the score, where the score is computed with a weight of 0.8 for the word usability and a weight of 0.3 for the word testing:
for $book score $score in //book[. ftcontains "usability" 0. The exact means by which the scoring algorithm uses weights is implementation defined.
CONCLUSION AND LOOKING FORWARD
We have presented an overview of XQFT, which is being specified by the W3C for full-text search querying in XML. XQFT gracefully combines structured search (such as in XPath and XQuery) with a wide range of powerful full-text search primitives, ranging from simple term search to more complex term proximity combined with stemming and thesaurus features. The information presented in this document is intended to be in a shorter, more accessible form than the current W3C working draft.
Several open issues are still under consideration at the W3C regarding XQFT. In particular, issues related to the composability of full-text primitives are under consideration. The W3C also invites public comments on XQFT: comments can be entered into the issue tracking system (http://www.w3.org/XML/ 2005/04/qt-bugzilla) or, if access to that system is not possible, comments can be sent by e-mail to the W3C mailing list (E-mail: public-qt-comments@w3. org, http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/ public-qt-comments/) with ''[FT]'' at the beginning of the subject field of the e-mailed message.
